
Work for Monday  18th May– Friday 22nd May 2020 

Rang 4 

 

Hi Girls: I hope you are all well and that you had a nice week-end. I hope to hear from you all by email at the email 

address: MsRyanRemoteLearning2020@gmail.com It would be great if to hear from you all at some stage during the 

week. As we begin another new week I want to say to you all that I am delighted with your level of commitment to 

work in these difficult times. It is not easy for anyone but all of you are doing so well in keeping up contact with me. 

Thank you! 

 

Monday May 18th 2020 

Gaeilge:  To keep the language alive please read and revise the colours (dathanna) from here. 

 

Planet Maths 4: Mental Maths 2: Page 54, answer section A number 1 to 15 in your Maths copy, I will email the 

answers to you to enable you check them. I am putting a few tips here to jog your Maths memory……. 

                                        

 

 

 

A compass rose is an 

instrument that displays 

the cardinal directions: 

north, south, east and 

west and the in between 

directions too 

Time = hours and minutes, weight = kilogrammes and grammes 

Capacity = Litres and millilitres, Length =millimetres, centimetres, 

metres, kilometres 

mailto:MsRyanRemoteLearning2020@gmail.com


English: Lift Off Book: Read again Refugees story on pages 206 to 209. Spend some time focusing on the words in 

red in these four pages: kilometre, refugees, poverty, natural disaster, refuge, apply, asylum, civil war, rescued, fled, 

escaped, settled, struggle, recent, resettle, unfortunate, emergency, extend, communities, organising, activities. Most 

of these words should be familiar to you, especially the verbs: rescued, fled, escaped, settled, struggle, resettle, 

organising, I have put the newer words and their meanings here in the context of the Refugees story, remember in 

another story the words could have a different meaning. You should also know: kilometre, communities, activities, 

unfortunate, recent, emergency. The following words may be new to you: 

Refugees People who leave their own country because of danger 

Refuge A refugee(person) seeks refuge(safety) elsewhere 

poverty When people are suffering poverty they are poor 

natural disaster A major event caused by natural processes of the 

earth; such as flood, hurricane, volcano, earthquake 

apply Apply for a job, seek safety(refuge), apply make-up 

asylum Safety, a place of protection and shelter 

civil war A civil war is a war between groups of people living in 

the same place 

extend Send out, give, enlarge, make bigger, hold out a hand 

 

English: Write the following piece in your English copy, use red pen, blue or black pen, ruler and date the piece, you 

may of course print the work and match it on the printed page. 

Phrase Finder: Match each phrase to its meaning 

  Not all it’s cracked up to be 

Round the clock 

Seen but not heard 

A world of their own 

24/7 

Do not speak unless spoke to 

Not as good as it seems 

preoccupied 

Deal with 

Right under our noses 

Can work wonders 

Over and over 

Reels you in 

At risk 

repeated 

In front of us 

Take control of 

Can have a great effect 

managed 

Almost extinct 

Sparks interest 

Coped with the changes 

Endangered species In danger 



 

 

 

 

 

Music: Revise the song: “Count on me” from our songs and poems copy, look at the website: 

www.dabbledoomusic.com, on the home page you will see: Pop Songs for children – click there and learn the song: 

“You’ve got a friend in me”, during the week, I’m sure you recognise it from the “Toy Story” movie, I have the lyrics 

to the song here: 

You've Got a Friend in Me 

You've got a friend in me 

You've got a friend in me 

When the road looks rough ahead 

And you're miles and miles from your nice warm bed 

You just remember what your old pal said 

Boy, you've got a friend in me 

Yeah, you've got a friend in me 

You've got a friend in me 

You've got a friend in me 

 You got your troubles and I got them too 

There isn't anything I wouldn't do for you 

We stick together, we can see it through 

'Cause you've got a friend in me 

You've got a friend in me 

Some other folks might be a little bit smarter than I am 

Bigger and stronger too 

Maybe 

But none of them will ever love you 

The way I do 

It's me and you, boy 

And as the years go by, 

Our friendship will never die 

You're gonna see it's our destiny 

You've got a friend in me 

You've got a friend in me 

You've got a friend in me 

Tuesday May 19th 2020 

Planet Maths 4: Mental Maths 2: Page 54, answer section B number 1 to 15 in your Maths copy, I will email the 

answers to you to enable you check them. 

English: Lift Off Book: Page 210, Part (C), number 1 to 11 in your copybook, write if the statements are true or 

false, use a heading, red pen and black or blue pen, to keep up writing in pen. You may need to look again at the 

refugee story on pages 206 to 209. 

English Copy work: Pretend that you own a pet shop, give it a name, 

list the animals you sell, which animals are the most popular, what sort 

of food do you need to feed your pets, what sort of care do you need to 

provide for the pets, draw a picture of the pet shop either here in your 

English copy or in your sketch pad. 

http://www.dabbledoomusic.com/


English Reading: Lift Off Book: Read the poem on page 212, “The Day War Came”. 

S.E.S.E. Geography: Read over and revise during the week; “Counties Of Ireland” Poem 

Counties of IreLAnd Poem 

                   We are Munster’s counties fair. Cork, Kerry, Limerick, Clare, Waterford, 

Tipperary here we  are, welcoming you from near and far. 

          Leinster is beyond compare, Dublin,  Wicklow,  Carlow Kildare, 

                    Wexford, Offaly, Laois, Kilkenny, Longford and Louth are as good as any. 

                 Meath, Westmeath and that is all. Over now to province that is small. 

Connacht is the smallest oh, Galway, Leitrim and Mayo,  

Roscommon, Sligo that’s the lot, Just one more verse for you we’ve got. 

                    We are Ulster’s counties nine, Let’s forget the dividing line, 

                    Donegal, Derry, Antrim, Down, all our counties of renown.  

                     Armagh, Monaghan and Tyrone, Cavan, Fermanagh now all are known. 
 

Music: Revise the song: “Your Song” from our songs and poems copy, continue to learn the song: “You’ve got a 

friend in me”, during the week. 

 

Wednesday May 20th 2020 

Planet Maths 4: Mental Maths 2: Page 55, answer section C number 1 to 15 in your Maths copy, I will email the 

answers to you to enable you check them. 

Gaeilge:  To keep the language alive please read and revise the colours (dathanna) from Monday and the basic 

question starter words from today. 

    

Music: Continue to learn the song: “You’ve got a friend in me”, during the week. Let me know by email a song you 

would like us to learn or a song you would like us to revise from our Songs & Poems copy. 
 

S.E.S.E. Geography: Read over and revise during the week; “Counties Of Ireland” Poem 

English Lift Off Book: Read the story “Walk by the canal” pages 213 to 217. 

 

 

Cá =  Cá bhfuil..? Where? 

 Cé? = Who?  Céard? = What? 

Cad?= What,  Cén fáth? = Why? 

Cathain? = When? Conas? = How? 



Thursday May 21st 2020 

Planet Maths 4: Mental Maths 2: Page 55, answer section D number 1 to 10 in your Maths copy, I will email the 

answers to you to enable you to check them. 

English Lift Off Book: Read the story “Walk by the canal” pages 213 to 217.  

English Lift Off Book: Grammar – More Adverbs – page 211, answer section D, number 1 to 7, write the correct 

adverb from the word box in the sentence, in your English copy, use a heading, red pen and blue or black pen. 

S.E.S.E. Geography: Read over and revise during the week; “Counties Of Ireland” Poem 

Music: Continue to learn the song: “You’ve got a friend in me”, during the week. 

Word Formation: Complete the sentence by using the word on the right as a clue: 

1. Most young __________________ have difficulty concentrating in class.            LEARN 

2. It is time to do some _______________before the test.    REVISE 

3. It was the most ___________day of my life.     STRESS 

4. My holidays were ______________, I really enjoyed myself.    WONDER 

5. Mary is such a ____________ girl.       CHEER 

6. We were offered free dental _______________.      TREAT 

7. It was an ___________________ evening and I will never forget it.  ENJOY 

8. Do we have any _______________ ?      CHOOSE 

 

Friday May 22nd 2020 

Maths: Have a look today at the following website: www.amathsdictionaryfor kids.com – on the home page go to 

Quick Reference – when you are there look up the following words and write the explanation in your Maths Copy 

please: a.m./p.m./acute angle/analogue clock/angle/anti-clockwise/arms of an angle 

S.E.S.E. Geography: Read over and revise “Counties Of Ireland” Poem 

English Lift Off Book: Read the story “Walk by the canal” pages 215 to 217. 

English Lift Off Book: Word Play – Suffix – ee section E page 211, write number 1 to 5 in your English copy, use 

red pen, blue or black pen, match the words from the word box with the definitions. 

Music: Continue to learn the song: “You’ve got a friend in me”. 

 

Gaeilge: To keep the language alive please read the colours from Monday, the basic question starter words  from 

Wednesday and the feelings words (mothúcháin) here today. 



 

Religion: In your Religion copy, revise the song “Never Alone”, I think the words mean a lot in the present time in 

which we are living, there are many versions of the song on the internet, the one I use in school is found on 

YouTube, sung by Amy with the Corpus Choir. 

             

 

Name this Bandon Street …Has it changed? A little or a lot, how has it changed? 

Answers in your S.E.S.E. Copy please… 



 

 

                             

                                              

 

 

 

 

Girls, there are some extra pieces which you may like 

to complete in the 4th class resources in the class blog. 


